Prompting Systems Video 3

**Teacher:** Now we're going to mix them up and do definitions. This is where you're going to match the word to the definition I give you -- or you are going to find the word that matches.

Again, you are not going to guess. You are going to wait if you need help. Okay?

**Male Student:** Okay.

**Teacher:** Can you find the word that means to go see someone?

[teacher pointing]

“Visit” means to go see someone.

**Male Student:** Visit.

**Teacher:** To visit means to go see someone. Can you find the word that means you don't understand?

[Pause]

Which word means you don't understand?

[student pointing]

Good job. “Confused” means you don't understand --

[high-five]

-- Maceo, can you find the word that means to keep something safe?

[student pointing]

[teacher pointing]

“Protect” means to keep something safe.

[student pointing]

Thank you. “Protect” means to keep something safe. Can you find the word that means something that is wrapped up? Look at all your choices first. Find the word that means something that is wrapped up.

[student pointing]
“Package” --

**Male Student:**  Package.

**Teacher:**  -- is something that is wrapped up.

**Male Student:**  [coughing]

**Teacher:**  All right. I'm going to mix them up again. See if you can find the definition again. Which word means to keep something safe?

[student pointing]

[teacher pointing]

Good job, Maceo.

[high-five]

“Protect” means to keep something safe. Which word means something that is wrapped up?

[student pointing]

Good job. A “package” --

[high-five]

-- is something that is wrapped up. Which word means if you don't understand something?

[student pointing]

Then you are --

[student pointing]

[teacher pointing]

-- confused. “Confused” means you don't understand. Which word means to go see somebody?

[student pointing]

That's right.

[high-five]

“Visit” means to go see someone. Thank you, Maceo.